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this booklet started while assessing the extent of, and gaps in, the 
Palatino type family at interrobang. At that time there were runs of 
roman, and kursiv to 54-pt, halbfett to 48 , lining figures only; two weak 
fonts of 24 and 30-pt Michelangelo; and six sizes of Sistina to 72-pt in 
the shop.  Determined to complete the family while still able to do, I 
found myself referring to an undated export specimen book from D. 
Stempel AG. Stempel was the type foundry that originated the types 
designed by Hermann Zapf. The foundry ceased operations in 1986, but 
types remained available from a former employee working from equip-
ment and materials in a museum setting. He has since retired in 2022. 

The specimen is perfect bound and fragile, and has begun to disbind. It 
seemed smart to scan some pages rather than continue to handle them.  

72-point Sistina

what then?  
What follows are the pages showing the Palatino family of types from 
that Auslands-Probe (export catalog) in sequence. For continuity, two 
unprinted versos are included. The wood Sistina specimens that round 
out the section were printed on a brittle, and browning newsprint. 
The acidic stain and ink resist backing up the better paper of the final 
metal Sistina specimen is an interesting study in rust.  

A reverse ‘photogram;’ a slow burn in the dark over decades. 

metal type is a wonder 
The scale of the display sizes in 60, 72, 84-point, and the skill in the 
making is a wonder. They’re massive and weighty objects those M’s 
& W’s. They’re perfect industrial products, made to exacting toler-
ances. The physical forms of letters, the embodiment of Zapf’s calli-
graphic vision, via the hand of Stempel’s punch cutter August 
Rosenburger. Type replicates Zapf masterful 2d forms as 3D printing 
surfaces making solid the hand’s gestures. Digital type exists on an 
ephemeral plane, mere energized descriptions, dependant on electric-
ity for existance. Type is captured energy standing ready to press into 
use by daylight, or candlelight should the necessity arise. 

a family reunion 
The family, over the past few years, and by way of considerable in-
vestment is now nearly complete. We now have old style figures for 
roman & kursiv to 54-pt, and swash caps for kursiv from 18–54-pt, 
16–72-pt Michelangelo, and 16–72-pt Sistina. 

Importantly, we have 6–10-pt Aldus Buchschrift, and 6–12-pt 
Palatino, both with italic for hot-metal composition on the Linotype. 



facing verso: 1. Blatt. E4 - Halbfette Garamond-Kursiv (prägefest)



Stempel types are cast on 
Didot point bodies where 
types sold in America are  
on a pica point body. 
The equivilent body sizes  
are as follows: 
            
   didot        pica 

  12  =  12 
  14  =  14 
  16  =  18 
  20  =  24 
  24  =  30-small 
  28  =  30-large 
  36  =  42 
  48  =  54-point
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the next specimen is melior.
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